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Bénard-Marangoni thermal oscillators: An experimental study

H. Mancini and D. Maza*
Departamento de Fı´sica y Matema´tica Aplicada, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Navarra, 31080 Pamplona, Navarra, Spa

~Received 17 June 1996; revised manuscript received 12 September 1996!

An experimental study of time-dependent Be´nard-Marangoni convection in small aspect ratio containers and
high Prandtl number fluids is presented. Two similar systems with the same aspect ratio, depth, and type of
fluid are compared: one with adiabatic lateral boundaries and the other with open boundaries. In spite of the
fact that very different plan forms and flows appear, both systems exhibit an oscillating plan form and a
discrete narrow-band frequency spectrum in the temperature signal, having the same threshold and similar
frequencies. Coincidence in temporal behavior between physical variables~temperature or velocity fields! and
signals obtained from a distance representative of plan-form evolution or surface curvature is shown in the
interval of the control parameter studied. The origin of a time-dependent regime arising from a boundary layer
instability is discussed. Plan-form, temperature, and velocity measurements confirm this assumption, showing
that this mechanism, first proposed in Rayleigh-Be´nard convection, also appears under the conditions of these
experiments, in time-dependent behavior of Be´nard-Marangoni convection.@S1063-651X~97!04303-1#

PACS number~s!: 47.20.Lz, 47.20.Bp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bénard convection@1# has been one of the most importa
experimental data sources in the study of spatial pattern
mation @2,3#. Intrinsic interest in this kind of pattern moti
vates a lot of theoretical and experimental work in fluid d
namics. But since the beginning of the last deca
convection has also been considered a useful system fo
perimenting with new ideas in nonlinear dynamics. This ki
of study was principally devoted to the examination of sp
tiotemporal oscillations as chaotic or preturbulent states
systems with few degrees of freedom, which enable exp
menters to obtain very rich and complicated dynamic beh
iors.

In thermally driven convection, movements in a flu
layer heated from below begin if a critical vertical tempe
ture gradient overcomes dissipative forces: lateral ther
diffusion and viscosity. When the thermal gradient genera
a buoyancy instability this experiment is usually call
Rayleigh-Bénard convection. If the fluid layer is heated un
formly from below and cooled from above by a gas~i.e.,
ambient air!, convection can be caused by surface tens
gradients and is frequently called Marangoni convecti
When buoyancy and surface tension instability both act
multaneously, the name of Be´nard-Marangoni convection i
normally used. Near the convection threshold, a structur
cells with a horizontal dimension comparable with dep
normally appears@4,5#.

A major difference exists if the lateral dimension of th
system can be considered large compared with depth or
When the horizontal extensionl is comparable with the
depthd, a strong influence from the lateral walls is expect
The aspect ratio, defined asG5l /d, is normally used to mea
sure this influence. In small aspect ratio experiments, lat
boundary conditions determine the pattern, reducing the p
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sibilities to a few modes compatible with the symmetrie
With feebly confined geometry~large aspect ratio!, the depth
of the layer is the only characteristic distance in the syste
and the wave numberk, instead of aspect ratio, is the ge
metrical parameter normally used. In this case, the w
number can change continuously in the stability interval a
the pattern is not heavily influenced by lateral boundar
@2#.

Other important parameters are necessary to define
problem. Fluid properties, difference of temperature appli
geometry~depth of the layer and lateral boundaries dime
sion, symmetry, and thermal properties!, and heat transfer
characteristic at the upper and bottom surfaces of the fluid
change different aspects of the flow. Several nondimensio
numbers have been introduced to consider their influen
the most relevant of which are as follows.

~a! The Prandtl number: Pr5n/k, wheren is the kinematic
viscosity andk the thermal diffusivity. It gives the ratio be
tween thermal and velocity diffusion times. With hig
Prandtl number, a velocity perturbation relaxes suddenly
follows temperature variations. Temperature, density, a
velocity fields then remain coupled.

~b! Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers are used to meas
distance from thermal equilibrium, and their ratio gives
proportion among the causes of instability: The Rayle
number

Ra5
agd3

kn
DT ~1!

is a measure of buoyancy effects, and the Marangoni num
of surface tension effects

Ma5
u]s/]Tud

rkn
DT, ~2!

whereDT is the temperature difference,g the gravitational
acceleration,a the thermal expansion coefficient,k the ther-
mal diffusivity, u]s/]Tu the surface tension~s! thermal coef-
2757 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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2758 55H. MANCINI AND D. MAZA
ficient, r the density, andd the depth of the layer. Rayleig
and Marangoni numbers have critical values correspond
to the threshold of convective movements~Rac5670 and
Mac580 in the linear theory@6#, when they are considere
acting independently and the Biot numberL50!. If buoy-
ancy and surface tension effects are both present, thei
fects are coupled, reinforcing each other, and giving low
threshold values@6–9#, when geometry is considered not
be laterally confined.

~c! Nondimensional numbers representing other cha
teristics of the system, i.e., the total heat flow~Nusselt num-
ber!, the heat coupling at the upper surface related to the
conducted by the fluid~Biot number!, etc. They have been
sufficiently discussed in the literature@5–7#, and will be de-
fined when necessary.

In spite of whether the system is strongly confined or n
convection becomes time dependent if the temperature
dient is increased sufficiently~and then turbulent, as is we
known!. This state, in which one or more structures~rolls or
cells! of the convective pattern oscillates, can be period
multiperiodic, or chaotic. The critical Rayleigh number co
responding to these secondary thresholds depends on
Prandtl number, as was shown in early publications@10#. For
silicone oils with a high Prandtl number, different oscillatio
regimes are clearly separated, and this kind of fluid has n
mally been used in order to study preturbulent states in bu
ancy controlled convection@11,12#.

In time-dependent convection with a small aspect ratio
discrete spectrum composed of narrow-band frequencies
pears @13,14#. When the Rayleigh number is further in
creased from the time-dependent threshold, different tra
tion routes to chaos have been shown, and hig
reproducible results were obtained@15#.

In fluids with a high Prandtl number, the existence o
discrete frequency spectrum was confirmed in@16#, together
with different transition routes to chaos@17#. In the experi-
ment reported in@16#, the oscillation mechanism was ident
fied and the oscillator position localized in the convect
cell by optical interferometry. These authors showed that
main frequencies appear. The first one is identified wit
periodic modulation of the boundary layer thickness,
mechanism proposed previously by Howard@18#. The sec-
ond frequency appears from the periodic growth of therm
plumes in the upper~cold! boundary layer. More observa
tions concerning the first mechanism in Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection are reported in the literature dating from b
before and after this study@19–21#.

Until recently, very few experiments were performed
Bénard-Marangoni convection where a free surface is in c
tact with air. When the aspect ratio is large, the pattern c
sists of a certain number of cells~mostly hexagonal! of lat-
eral dimension comparable with the depth of the fluid. So
defects in the hexagonal pattern normally appear when
Rayleigh number is increased beyond the convection on

The structure of cells that appear near threshold
Bénard-Marangoni convection with small aspect ratios~sta-
tionary patterns! have been shown in Refs.@22, 23# for dif-
ferent lateral symmetries. In steady state regime~under the
time-dependent threshold! spatial bifurcations may exis
when the Rayleigh number is increased@23#. Rotation of the
structures was anticipated in Ref.@24# and preliminary ex-
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perimental results have been obtained in@25# for aspect ra-
tios near 7. With square symmetry and adiabatic bound
conditions, a set of experiments giving a very rich dynam
is presented in Refs.@26–28#. In these studies, time
dependent convection with a narrow-band frequency sp
trum appears near a codimension two point@28#, when a
secondary threshold in the Rayleigh number is exceed
Dynamic behavior was modeled in these experiments by
ing a spatial variable obtained from the plan form. This va
able describes the geometrical developments in the plan f
when it becomes time dependent, and was used together
symmetry arguments to construct a mathematical mode
was able to predict a chaotic behavior zone in the param
space, not previously observed in the experiment. Bu
model based only on arguments of geometry and symm
cannot give any information about oscillation frequency v
ues and the underlying physical mechanism.

Considering that continuous power is supplied from t
bottom plate and a pulsed output is obtained in the up
surface, some transient mechanism of energy storage m
exist. The boundary layer is one of the few possibilities
this to come about in high Prandtl number fluids@29#. If we
suppose that the mechanism responsible in time-depen
convection is similar to that reported in Rayleigh-Be´nard ex-
periments with a high Prandtl number, then frequency a
time-dependent threshold must be principally related to v
tical boundary conditions~that is, boundaries related to th
heat coupling!, and less directly to lateral geometry.

As a theoretical model derived from first principles do
not yet exist, we performed several experiments in orde
separate the contributions of the lateral boundary conditi
~which we suppose, in our first approach, define the p
form! from the coupling of heat to the fluid~which we sup-
pose is responsible for the temporal behavior!.

These contributions can be separated if substan
changes are introduced in the experiment of Ondarc¸uhuet al.
@26#, which can be summed up as removing lateral walls,
keeping all the other characteristics of the system: vert
boundary conditions, aspect ratio, depth, and kind of fl
and heating power. In order to have the same aspect ratio
similar power density~W/cm2! in the bottom plate when lat
eral boundary conditions are removed, it is necessary to
fine aspect ratio consideringl to be the dimension of the
heating plate. In this way, both systems have the same m
of fluid above the heater. The fluid in the first one appears
a closed system with adiabatic walls and will be called s
tem A. In the second, the fluid acts as an open system
can exchange mass and heat across lateral frontiers and
be called system B~Fig. 1!. Square symmetry, which extend
in system A over all the fluid layer, is in system B restrict
to the region near the heater. A few millimeters up~a bound-
ary layer thickness! system B can be influenced by the co
tainer symmetry.

In the present study, the behavior of the two systems
compared. With the first system and using the same as
ratio ~G54.45!, we reproduce the Ondarc¸uhu et al. experi-
ment @26#, but measuring time resolved temperature inste
of the variable obtained from the plan form. Developme
in temperature and plan form were observed simultaneo
and the dynamic behavior previously reported was recove
with this new variable. Only new results relevant to the co
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55 2759BÉNARD-MARANGONI THERMAL OSCILLATORS: AN . . .
FIG. 1. ~a! Cross section of system A: a fluid closed by adiaba
walls. ~b! Cross section of system B; a mass of fluid with op
boundaries~inhomogeneous heating!.
parison are presented here. In the second system~system B!
we studied previously the stationary pattern obtained for
same aspect ratio~G54.45! for Rayleigh numbers from the
convection onset to the time-dependent regime. When c
vection became time dependent in system B, signals fr
temperature, plan-form oscillation, and from the surface c
vature were obtained and compared. As will be shown
Sec. II, the onset for the time-dependent regime is close
that in system A, and furthermore, a narrow-band freque
spectrum with similar mean period is obtained.

The experimental setup and results on stationary patt
near the second threshold in both systems is presente
Sec. II. Time-dependent experimental results obtained
both systems are shown in Sec. III, and then discusse
Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

The experimental setup for system A was the same as
used in the bibliography@26–28# and can be seen sketched
Fig. 2. We refer to these articles for further details. For s
tem B, an ‘‘inhomogeneous heating’’@30# vessel was con-
FIG. 2. ~a! Plan view and cross section of system A vessel.~b! Plan view and cross section of the system B vessel.
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2760 55H. MANCINI AND D. MAZA
structed. A thin film Thermofoil heater was inserted in
square aluminum bore~68368 mm! at 10 mm under the
surface contacting the fluid. The bore with the heater
tightly mounted in a square hole of a plastic container a
shown in Fig. 2~b!. A plane surface of 128 mm diameter
defined by the aluminum heater and the bottom part of
plastic ~Delrin polycarbonate! container with cylindrical lat-
eral walls. A very accurate level of heating power can
fixed with a regulated power supply that then keeps
power constant. The obtained temperature profile is unifo
~60.01 K! over all of the heater plate.

Silicon oil with 350 cSt~Pr53080! was used in both ex
periments~the same as in Ref.@26#!. Several properties hav
been measured in our laboratory, including the refraction
dex thermal coefficient (]n/]T), and can be considered ap
proximately constant over all the temperatures studied h

In the experiments, depth was measured introducing a
crometer inside the fluid. The surface position was detec
by the shadowgraph system and the heater surface wa
tected by electrical contact with the aluminum plate. Error
depth is therefore less than 5mm. Temperature profiles with
depth were obtained by a computer controlled precision
sitioner moving a thermocouple sensor in vertical steps.

The parallel beam shadowgraph device used to see
plan form was described in Ref.@23#. A digital image pro-
cessing system coupled to this setup was used. Software
developed to measure a distance between two points
prefixed line of pixels asXX or YY, in Fig. 5~c!. Intensity of
the pixel line was stored each second, and a spatiotemp
diagram can be constructed, as appears in the figure.

At fixed positions, temperature data files were obtain
with small thermocouples and infrared sensors. Data ac
sition systems~HP 1347A and Fluke 2620 ‘‘Hydra’’! were
used to record the temperature data files. In all the res
presented here, the typical Fourier spectra in time-depen
convection states are obtained from signals with more t
200 periods after the stabilizing time~this means severa
hours of measurements for each one!.

When plan-form and temperature measurements had
performed simultaneously, care was taken to avoid a per
bation of the flow by the thermocouples. To identify a
minimize this interaction, patterns were simultaneou
monitored when temperature measurements were being
formed. When interaction was unavoidable~as in near sur-
face measurements!, a noninvasive infrared sensor was use
The target area of this sensor is at least twice the interac
area of thermocouples, so infrared measurements refle
medium value over a larger region~typical thermocouple
size is 0.5 mm!.

Surface profiles were measured by reflecting on the fl
surface a straight line obtained from a He-Ne laser with
cylindrical lens beam expander, as sketched in Fig. 3~a!. Re-
flection at a long distance is spatially filtered and record
with a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera. Our image ac
quisition software can measure thez0(t) value @Fig. 3~b!#
wherez0 indicates the maximum amplitude in surface def
mation. The straight line defined by the laser beam can
placed in any place on the container surface. Results
sented here correspond to anXX diameter in system B@Fig.
5~c!#. Maximum deformation amplitude was calibrated wi
the same micrometer device used in depth measuremen
s
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When the curvature becomes time dependent, a sig
proportional to this curvature amplitude can be obtained
the center of the pattern as shown in Fig. 3~c!.

When the laser sheet is vertical and the fluid is sparse
seeded with small size particles, the streamlines of the flo
can be observed integrating the scattering of the laser be
with a second CCD camera. Considering that particles follo
the flow without delay@31#, image particle velocimetry can
be used to obtain the mean velocity profile on the illumin
tion plane. The results will be shown in the next section.

A. Steady state patterns:
Flows, temperatures, and surface deformation

Different patterns appear in small aspect ratio containe
with homogeneous heating when the aspect ratio is modifi
@22,23#. With square boundary conditions, four symmetrica
cells are obtained near threshold when the aspect ratio
approximately 4.5. We used this aspect ratio in both system
Considering threshold values obtained from the Nield theo
in the equation: Ma/Ma01Ra/Ra0>1, the proportion between
surface tension and buoyancy for the fluid used
20%180%, respectively. As depth was kept constant, th
ratio is the same for all the experiments and the system
always on a straight line in the space Ma/Ma0 vs Ra/Ra0
when temperature gradient is the control parameter~the
‘‘physical line’’ described in Ref.@8#!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Experimental setup used to measure dynamical su
face deformation used in both systems.~b! Typical surface profile
obtained at a long distance in system B.~c! Time-dependent signal
obtained in system B by measuring the maximum deformation w
the data acquisition system~Ra/Ra0'80!.
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Very few experimental observations are reported in s
tems where the bottom surface is partially heated~‘‘inhomo-
geneous heating’’@30,32#!. Interest arises mostly from appl
cations in laser heating and crystal growing. A quantitat
comparison of our experiments with earlier studies is
possible, because a different visualization method~aluminum
powder seeding! was used by these authors. Nevertheless,
obtained the same number of cells, plan form, and ther
waves for similar Rayleigh numbers. The existence of ins
bility regions with hydrothermal waves was reported in R
@30#.

In the experiments considered here, patterns corresp
ing to steady state situations remain stable if the heater t
perature is fixed. The stationary condition was checked
running experiments for more than 8 h each time and eac
pattern several times.

1. System A

In system A, when the convective steady state is reac
a stationary pattern composed of four cells appears. The
form visualized by shadowgraph is shown in Fig. 4~a!. We
here consider ‘‘a cell’’ to be a fluid region limited by liqui
cold walls ~liquid flowing down!. In the shadowgraph dia
grams, cold lines appear as sharp white lines. Fluid is
strongly mixed between cells. To check that this was so,
carried out seeding with aluminum powder in one cell a
observed that the aluminum remained trapped there for
eral days.

In this system, a small change in the focal distance of
shadowgraph apparatus does not essentially change the
of the plan form, because a true cold wall descending fr
the free surface to the bottom of the container exists. T
behavior of this system when the control parameter~tem-
perature gradient! is increased was given in Ref.@28#. Dis-
tanced measured on the plan form@Fig. 4~a!# was used as a
representative variable of the developments in time. T
system has four principal regions where flow goes up,
located on the diagonals of the square. If a small quantity
a dye is injected inside the fluid a complicated streamline
be seen@Fig. 4~b!#. A streak photograph of the flow on th
surface obtained by seeding with aluminum powder is sho
in Fig. 4~c!, partially superimposed by a sketch of veloci
vectors obtained by numerical simulation@33#. Surface de-
formation in this system is negligible compared with syst
B.

2. System B

In steady state convection, a pattern like that in Fig. 5
be observed. Changing the focus in the shadowgraph sys
the pattern changes from Fig. 5~a! focused on the free sur
face, to the pattern focused near the heater plate show
Fig. 5~b!. We used the first as representative, because o
lation is greater and can be observed better. Distancea in the
core of Fig. 5~c! was used in this system as the variable t
becomes modulated in amplitude when the time-depen
regime is reached. Space-time diagrams reported in Fig.~c!
show the stationary condition ofa in the selectedXX line.

Flow on a horizontal plane (x,y) is sketched in Fig. 6~a!
near the free surface and in Fig. 6~b! near the bottom of the
cell. A streak photograph of the streamlines in theXX verti-
cal cross section can be observed in Fig. 6~c!. This figure
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nt FIG. 4. System A:~a! Plan-form photographs. There is no gre
difference in the plan form between bottom and surface focus
~b! Photography of a streamline in system A obtained with a d
drop injected near the surface at the corner~Ra/Ra0'20!. ~c! Flow
on the surface obtained by seeding with aluminum powder su
imposed with a sketch of velocity vectors obtained by numeri
simulation@39# on the other diagonal~Ra/Ra0'20!.
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2762 55H. MANCINI AND D. MAZA
shows the left part of the vessel near the center of the he
The particles in the flow come from the left near the botto
and then return to the left near the surface. Flow goes upw
also on diagonals of the square heater. The photograph
served in Fig. 6~d! was obtained by three exposures with t
same sampling period~YY cross section!. The difference in
the distance between the three brightness regions shows
horizontal velocity on the diagonals decreases toward
center. Particle velocity profilesVx(z) at x517 mm from the
center of symmetry on theXX plane and a temperature pro
file T(z) for the same point are shown in Fig. 7. Temperat
of the heater (Tc) was fixed near the time-dependent conve
tion threshold.

If attention is fixed on where the warm flow goes up i
stead of where the cold flow goes down~as in system A!, we

FIG. 5. ~a! Plan form of system B obtained by focusing on t
free surface.~b! Plan form obtained by focusing near the hea
plate.~c! Space-temporal diagram obtained from a line of pixelsXX
in ~a!. Space variablea remains constant below the time-depende
threshold~Ra/Ra0'45!.
er.
,
rd
b-

hat
e

e
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t

FIG. 6. ~a! Scheme of streamlines near the surface in system
~b! Scheme of streamlines near the bottom.~c! Streak photograph of
the streamlines on a vertical cross section in theXX position ob-
tained by seeding aluminum powder~Ra/Ra0'45!. ~d! Streak pho-
tograph along diagonalYY ~three exposures! ~Ra/Ra0'45!.

FIG. 7. System B:~a! Average horizontal velocityVx under the
time-dependent threshold as a function of altitude from the he
plate, measured on a vertical line at 17 mm from the center
symmetry ~Ra/Ra0'20!. ~b! Vertical temperature profile at the
same position.
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55 2763BÉNARD-MARANGONI THERMAL OSCILLATORS: AN . . .
observe that in this system too, the heater is divided into f
regions. Cell boundaries are now defined by flows going
ward on the diagonals of the square~diameterYY of the
convective container!. But as can be seen from the form
figures, at the center of the heater the flow of the four c
gives the strongest upward flow region of the system. C
sequently, a large stationary surface deformation~;300mm!
near the time-dependent convection threshold@Fig. 3~b!# ap-
pears. Surface deformation produces the shape of the
form observed when the shadowgraph apparatus is focus
the surface@Fig. 5~a!#. Curvature also becomes modulat
when the oscillatory threshold is reached. No strong de
mation is observed on diameterYY outside the central core

III. TIME-DEPENDENT REGIME:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Phenomenology

When the power applied to the heater is increased,
bottom plate temperature rises slowly and the tim

FIG. 8. System B~Ra/Ra0'70!: Time-dependent regime ob
served on the plan form. The spatiotemporal diagram shows a p
form oscillation where distancea becomes time dependent. A fron
of traveling waves appears from the threshold.
r
-

ls
-

lan
at

r-

e
-

dependent convection threshold is exceeded in both syst
when power density is;1 W/cm2. No hysteresis was ob-
served at threshold. The oscillatory dynamic is the same
respective of whether the time-dependent regime has b
reached by increasing the power slowly, in small steps,
suddenly in one step.

1. System A

The time-dependent convection regime for system A w
analyzed in@25–28#. We remember that threshold for thi
regime was;60 °C measured at the heating plate, with am
bient temperature near the surfaceTa521 °C, Ra552,5Ra0,
calculated with reference to the Nield theory thresho
Ra05550, Ma0514,5. When the oscillatory regime begins,d
becomes amplitude modulated. Asd amplitude is the change
in the total length of a cold wall during an oscillation, it i
also a measure of the convective flow modulation.

2. System B

System B begins to oscillate when the bottom temperat
is also near;60 °C. The characteristic dimensiona of the
central core is now amplitude modulated from the maximu
of the steady state value. A spatiotemporal diagram in Fig
shows when the stationary value ofa @Fig. 5~c!# begins to
oscillate. During an oscillation perioda increases its value
and then relaxes to the original one.

The followings facts can be observed.
~a! The plan form oscillates. The central core of Fig. 5~c!

changes its lengtha periodically as is shown in the spa
tiotemporal diagram in Fig. 8.

~b! If temperature is measured at the plan-form center
symmetry and near the bottom plate~1 mm!, its value begins

n-

FIG. 9. System B~Ra/Ra0'60!: ~a! Temperature signal ob-
tained near the bottom~z51 mm! at the center of symmetry.~b!
Fourier power spectrum of the temperature signal. Please note
the signal shows only one frequency~and its harmonics!.
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FIG. 10. System B~Ra/Ra0'70!: ~a! Temperature signal and power spectrum near the bottom plate~z52.2 mm! at the center. Frequency
f 1 is dominant.~b! Temperature signal and power spectrum at an intermediate position~z58 mm!. Amplitude of frequencyf 1 is similar to
the amplitude of a new frequencyf 2. ~c! Temperature signal and power spectrum near the surface~z514 mm!. Frequencyf 2 is dominant.
a
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to oscillate together with the plan form. A typical signal ne
threshold is shown in Fig. 9. Within an error of 3%, pla
form and temperature oscillation thresholds are the sam

~c! If temperature signal dependence with depth is a
lyzed at the center of symmetry~that is, the strongest flow
region!, the results presented in Fig. 10 are observed.
density power spectrum shows two main frequencies,
predominating near the bottom@f 1;0.03 Hz, in Fig. 10~a!#,
the other near the free surface@f 2;0.003 Hz, in Fig. 10~c!#.
At mid depth, the amplitudes of both frequencies are co
parable@Fig. 10~b!#. Amplitudes in the power density spect
against depth are plotted for both frequencies in Fig. 11.
maximum for the second frequencyf 2 corresponds to the
position where the sign ofVx(z) changes.

~d! The amplitude of the surface deformation at the cen
of the plan formz0(x) also begins to oscillate with the pla
form and temperature. The surface oscillates, changing
maximum static amplitudez0(x50) near the time-dependen
r
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e
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FIG. 11. System B~Ra/Ra0'70!: Amplitude of power spectrum

main frequencies componentf 1 , f 2 plotted against depth~z50,
heater plate andz515 mm free surface!.
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FIG. 12. System B~Ra/Ra0'70!: Plan-form and temperature signals compared.~a! Position of the IR temperature sensor can be obser
by a shadow in the spatiotemporal diagram.~b! Superimposition of temperature and plan-form signals in order to show that both hav
same period.
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threshold and also its curvature motivated by the simu
neous change in~a!. With the setup described in Sec. II, a c
of the surface can be obtained by reflecting a laser beam
time-dependent signal corresponding to the amplitudez0(t)
was shown in Fig. 3~c!.

~e! When a is at the maximum, a surface perturbatio
generated by the oscillation propagates as a traveling wav
the flow direction~Fig. 8!. This perturbation acts as a puls
that can be easily observed by white lines in the spatiot
poral diagram. Velocity can be measured point by point fr
this diagram but some corrections in distance must be in
duced to avoid errors caused by the meniscus at the la
walls.

The first question about whether plan-form oscillatio
have the same period as temperature or not can be rou
answered with Fig. 12, where the temperature signal is c
pared with a variable obtained from plan-form oscillations
more exact comparison is obtained by considering Fou
spectra at a fixed point of the control parameter, using lon
data files~Fig. 13!, where harmonic superposition also a
pears. Plan-form oscillations are coupled with frequencyf 1
of the temperature signal, even if near the surface the
dominating frequency in signals isf 2 ~which seems coupled
to the flow!.

Coincidence exists in the whole range of control para
eters studied here~52Ra0,Ra,98Ra0!. In this range, any
variable can be used to describe the temporal behavior
used to obtain information about the others. But if we
crease the control parameter further toward turbulence,
relation among spatial and temperature variables mus
checked. For higher Rayleigh numbers signals from spa
variables and temperature become uncorrelated.

B. Identifying oscillators

Different methods have been used in Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection to identify where the sources of the spectrum
-
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located. In this study we scanned the convective horizon
cell until a maximum for the temperature signal~peak to
peak! was reached.

In system A, there are four spots~one for each cell! cor-
responding to the maximum amplitude in temperature os
lation located on the diagonals~the warmest regions corre
spond to dark zones in the plan form!. When the time-
dependent onset is reached, the four spots begin to osci
simultaneously. The signals obtained from them are prin
pally coupled by pairs in opposition of phase, even when
complex temporal behavior exists@34#.

System B has also four cells, but the maximum amplitu
in temperature oscillations is centered here with the pla
form center, disappearing sharply outside the central reg
on the axisXX and gradually on the diagonalYY. Fluid here
flows up on diagonals@a component of vertical velocity (Vz)

FIG. 13. Power spectrum superimposition of signals obtain
from temperature, plan-form, and surface curvature in System
~Ra/Ra0'70!. Peak corresponding tof 2 only appears in the tem-
perature spectrum. Control parameter is near time-depend
threshold.
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exists as shown in Fig. 6# dividing the vessel above the
heater surface into four cells with warm walls. The heating
reinforced in the central region by contributions of the
cells, making the center of symmetry the warmest reg
where the oscillation amplitude is maximum. In system
this is a cold region by influence of the lateral bounda
conditions.

We also studied in system B the behavior of the two m
oscillation frequenciesf 1 and f 2 against the temperature o
the thermal heaterTc ~proportional to the Rayleigh number!.
The temperature signal was measured in the region n
~z58 mm, x50, y50! with z measured from the bottom
plate, where the two main frequencies in the power den
spectrum are comparable@Fig. 10~b!#. As can be seen in Fig
14, the frequency of each component has a different beha
when the heater temperature is increased.

C. Average horizontal velocity against depthVx„z…

This component of velocity is interesting because it c
give us an idea of the boundary layer thickness. The aver
horizontal velocity component as a function of depthVx(z)
was measured by particle image velocimetry, 17 mm fr
the plan-form center on theXX diameter. Results for two
different temperatures beyond the time-dependent thres
are shown in Fig. 15. Amplitude and position of the max

FIG. 14. Frequency dependence against Rayleigh numbe
system B.

FIG. 15. Average horizontal velocity profiles obtained for tw
Rayleigh numbers in system B. A lower value for the bounda
layer thicknessd2 is obtained for higher Rayleigh numbers.
s
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mum in the profile are functions of the heater temperatu
The maximum goes down to positions near the heater p
when temperature increases. The instantaneous velocityv(t)
at each position oscillates around the mean values of Fig.
We observed this behavior, but our image processing sys
is not yet able to obtain quantitative results. The main feat
to recall here is the descent of positiond corresponding to
theVx maximum, because this indicates a fall in the boun
ary layer thickness with temperature. In spite of the fact t
we cannot yet give a quantitative measurement of the bou
ary layer thickness obtained directly from velocity measu
ments, this qualitative behavior reinforces arguments ab
the origin of the oscillation as will be discussed in the ne
section.

IV. DISCUSSION

Both systems were constructed with the same geom
and the same kind of fluid was used. Different lateral bou
ary conditions, one closed and the other open to lateral
changes, give rise to different flows and patterns. Des
these facts, the time-dependent regime has the same th
old ~considering an error of less than 3%! and a similar os-
cillation frequency in the plan form and in temperature. Th
coincidence can be explained if a common mechanism
instability is responsible for temporal dependence.

If the fluid layer in both systems is considered from t
point of view of heat transport, the heater supplies energ
a constant rate at the bottom and the heat flow at the ou
is amplitude modulated~approximately 10%!. As we have
mentioned, periodic energy storage is accomplished in
fluid layer and this energy storage mechanism will be
sponsible for temporal behavior modulating the flow in a
plitude. In fluids with a high Prandtl number, there are ve
few transient energy storage mechanisms in the convec
layer, that is, boundary layer modulations, thermal plum
and thermals@29#.

We suggested that a boundary layer instability could
the origin of the time-dependent regime as in high Pran
number Rayleigh-Be´nard convection. Considering th
Howard theory where the boundary layer modulation is
tributed to a Rayleigh-Be´nard mechanism, a simple diffusio
expression relates the boundary layer thicknessd with the
typical period of the oscillationsT and the thermal diffusiv-
ity of the fluid k:d5ApkT @18#. With this expression, the
thickness of the boundary layer can be obtained if a typ
period in a given fluid is known~as in Ref.@16#!. Consider-
ing the fluid used here and the periods obtained from te
perature signals or plan-form oscillation measurements,
boundary layer thickness must be;2.5 mm, if Howard’s
instability controls the time-dependent regime.

As a theory obtained from hydrodynamic equations
check this value is still lacking, we looked for experimen
confirmation. Different techniques could be used to acco
plish this, but experimental restrictions rule out several
them. For example, a nonperturbative direct measurem
like lateral interferometry used in Ref.@16# is not possible
here, because a long optical path through different flow
gions exists from the lateral walls to the oscillating region.
laser beam crossing the cell is also strongly curved to
bottom~lower density regions! and cannot be used. As direc
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temperature measurement performed with sensors inside
boundary layer can introduce strong perturbations, we
cided to evaluate this thickness by using the velocity pro
measurements. Taking as the boundary layer limit~as usual!
the altitudez corresponding to the maximum in the expe
mental velocity profilesVx(z) obtained in Sec. III, this value
is approximately the same as previously obtained by
Howard expression, when a typical period from temperat
measurements is used. Inversely, if we introduce the th
ness value obtained from velocity measurements in
Howard expression, a typical temperature periodT(d) can
be calculated and compared with the experiments. In spit
this coincidence that focuses the attention on the bound
layer, a detailed description of the oscillation mechani
makes necessary a more in-depth study on the instab
inside the boundary layer. Until now, it has remained uncl
and several new questions have arisen.

First, the boundary layer thickness obtained in these m
surements corresponds to thevelocity and the Howard
mechanism was calculated with the thickness correspon
to the thermal boundary layer. Simple calculations give
;1/10 ratio between them for the fluid used here@35#. Sec-
ond, the Howard mechanism can explain only one~f 1! of the
two main frequencies of the Fig. 10 spectrum. In Rayleig
Bénard convection, i.e.,@15,16# a similar kind of spectrum
~with two main frequencies! appears. In Ref.@16# authors
identify the second frequency with a thermal plume osci
tor arising from the cold boundary layer~a new oscillatory
mechanism! and this fact can be seen from the interfer
grams presented by them.

We have, instead of a cold boundary layer, a free surf
in contact with air. Temperature measurements@Fig. 7~a!# do
not show any cold boundary layer~on the fluid side!. We
must think in our case that dynamics of frequencyf 2 arise
from the bottom~warm! layer interacting with the flow. The
flow transports the plume or ‘‘thermals’’@29# generated by a
periodic fluctuation in the boundary layer thickness. T
higher frequency can be related to the Howard mechanism
to any other periodical~or quasiperiodical! mechanism inside
the boundary layer, but the second frequency of the spect
should also be related to the velocity of the basic flow.

Calculating the average time to a round-trip with the flo
~roughly, two transit times in theXX plane!, the inverse of
this time approximately gives the second frequency, that i
perturbation traveling with the flow velocity measured a
fixed point gives a similar frequency. This hypothesis is a
compatible with a lower amplitude of the second frequen
f 2 near the bottom plate and higher in a zone where the fl
influence is greater, as was shown in Fig. 10.

Summarizing, the flow influence can be regarded a
coupling mechanism among two frequencies generated in
boundary layer or as a support for a feedback perturba
introduced in a region with amplification. Both mechanism
could give the same effect and we do not yet have a de
tive result. But focusing the shadowgraph system to the b
tom region, a growing front propagating with the flow to th
central region can be seen. This is evidence that the osc
tions arise from the boundary layer. Further detailed stud
are necessary to elucidate this subject in depth.

In system A, the temporal dynamic was modeled on p
vious studies with a spatial variable coupled to the tempe
the
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ture evolution. Dynamic predictions were made and, if pla
form shape and temperature signals remain coup
~correlated!, qualitative behavior is the same for both signa
No equivalent work has been done yet for system B. Us
the heat flow supplied from the bottom plate instead of
vertical temperature gradient, as was suggested in@36#, and
relating it to an equation for the spatial variablea, a math-
ematical model as in system A can be constructed. Bu
coupling between variables exists here in a more restric
region of the control parameter, and frequenciesf 1 and f 2
have different behaviors against the Rayleigh number,
approach is less interesting. Normal mode description w
performed in system A@34,33#. In system B, this approach
seems harder. We do not observe a significant nonlin
combination of the two main frequencies in the Fourier sp
trum near the time-dependent threshold. This means th
linear theory must give acceptable results for threshold
culations. When the control parameter is increased, the t
sition to turbulence in this system corresponds to a qu
periodicity scenario, and it is still being studied.

Another new feature, traveling waves, can be observe
system B in spatiotemporal diagrams, appearing from
beginning of the time-dependent regime. Instead of a ‘‘tru
wave, these ‘‘waves’’ may be a different density fluid dro
traveling on the main flow near the free surface like a pul
Traveling time with the flow velocity is shorter than nece
sary for thermal diffusion and this avoids dispersion of t
pulse. Further studies are necessary to clarify this subjec
system A, waves appear only for higher Rayleigh numb
when the system is clearly in transition to turbulence. Ot
articles@37,38# show that these waves are related to the pr
ence of a horizontal temperature gradient. In early stud
Krishnamurti@10# showed that for high Prandtl number flu
ids in Rayleigh-Be´nard convection, turbulent states appe
after a tridimensional convection state~where a horizontal
component of gradient exists!. As we saw that waves als
appear in system A but for higher Rayleigh numbers@39#, we
suppose as a conjecture, that in this system too the horizo
gradient component becomes important in this high temp
ture region. In system B this component has existed since
beginning because of the geometry so these waves appe
the threshold of time-dependent convective movements. T
will be further discussed elsewhere.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We show experimentally that in a Be´nard-Marangoni ex-
periment with low aspect ratio and high Prandtl numbe
discrete narrow-band frequency spectrum appears in the
perature signals if the bottom temperature is increased s
ciently. Other variables measured, like surface deforma
or characteristic distances measured on the plan form, ex
similar behavior and Fourier spectrum in the control para
eter range here studied.

It was also shown that the oscillation regime begins in
boundary layer instability. The instability mechanism, de
onstrated previously in Rayleigh-Be´nard convection and
Hele-Shaw cells, is confirmed here in Be´nard-Marangoni
convection. So it becomes a quite general mechanism pre
in high Prandtl number time-dependent convective syste
with completely different geometries, plan forms, and late
boundary conditions.
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A clear distinction was shown between effects com
from lateral boundary conditions and those arising from th
mal coupling, in spite of the fact that a detailed investigat
of the instability mechanism inside the boundary layer is s
lacking. Lateral boundary symmetry and characteristics~or
geometry of the heater in the unhomogeneous case! are prin-
cipally responsible for the internal structure of the conv
tive cell ~flow geometry! and determine the geometrical pa
terns observed in the plan form. Thresholds and period
the time-dependent regime come principally from the h
coupling through the boundary layer~thickness of the layer
and thermal properties! and they are not strongly influence
by lateral boundaries or by the surface curvature. In the
homogeneous heating case, the amplitude of the main
quencies with the control parameter was determined and
oscillators located. We also reported the existence of ther
ce
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waves~or lower density spots traveling as waves!, from the
beginning of the time-dependent convective regime for s
tem B, and in a higher Rayleigh number region in system
Finally, as the different variables used~physical and geo-
metrical! remain coupled or correlated in the control para
eter region studied, a dynamic model constructed with on
them ~as in Ref.@27#! is essentially valid for the others.
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